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First Of Informal Student-Administration
Gatherings To Be Held Monday
The first of this year's informal meetings between members
of the student body and members
of the administration will take
place this coming Monday at 5
Maryland's Tradition
p.m. in Jeffers Auditorium.
The idea of informal gatherAbout two decades ago, Mary- ings which give students a chance
land was rocked by campaign to speak with Dr. Willett, the
charges that a close associate of academic and social deans, and
Gov. Theodore Roosevelt MoKel- other members of the adminisdin had demanded a large fee from tration on a more individual basis
an engineering company to help originated and was instituted in
get the firm "a large amount of the fall of '72. Although the initial
the state's consulting engineering program is geared primarily tobusiness."
ward the students who live in
The allegation by Democratic North, Main, and South Cunninggubernatorial candidate H. C. ham, it is open to the entire
(Curly) Byrd in the 1954 campaign was never proved and McKeldin was reelected. Last week,
19 years later, Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew pleaded no contest to tax evasion charges that,
while governor of Maryland he
By BARBER A RAD FORD
accepted cash payments from
For the first time ;n five years
consulting engineers who were
the Red and Whites claim ?d vicawarded state contracts.
In so doing, Agnew said, he tory for an Oktoberfest weekend.
was only following "a long-es- They were also victorious in
tablished pattern of political color rush for the first time
since 1970.
fund-raising in the state."
Oktoberfest weekend at Longwood College is a weekend of
Probing Nixon Funds
competition between the even
number classes. The competition
The Senate select Watergate takes place on the Midway, in
committee has launched an in- Color Rush, and in the skits on
vestigation into President Nix- Friday and Saturday night.
on's personal finances, according to informed sources.
The Parade
The investigation will include
Oktoberfest actually starts
subpoenaing records given by the
President to Coopers and Ly- with the skits presented on Friday
brand, the New York accounting night. The skits are original comfirm that audited the purchases positions of each of the colors,
of Mr. Nixon's residential prop- with original sets and music acperty in Florida and California, companying them.
Saturday brought the parade
the sources said. The audit was
with
each color entering a theme
done at Mr. Nixon's request.
In addition, the sources said float that reflected the central
that the committee will seek to motif of their skit.
This year the Green and Whites
question the President's personal
entered
a huge showboat built
secretary, Rose Mary Woods, and
expects to examine Mr. Nixon's around a truck. The Greens themselves sat inside the showboat
personal bank records.
The committee effort to in- singing tunes from the show.
The Red and Whites entered a
vestigate the President's personal finances is likely to spark
another dispute with the White
House over executive privilege,
and one White House source predicted last week that the President would resist the inquiry.

student body. Any interested stu- advising system, and Long- Lounge. While the meeting is
again geared primarily toward
dent may attend and question wood's purpose.
members of the administration on
A second informal meeting students in Tabb and French, it
any subject of student concern. will be held on Monday, Novem- too will be open to the entire stuAs many as 70 students gath- ber 5, at 6:45 p.m. in French dent body.
ered at one time for the meetings
held last year. While questions
concerning dorm accommodaThe President's
tions seemed to open each meeting, the variety of subjects cov*
ered is by no means limited.
Among topics of interest and conTOMORROW I P.M.
cern brought before the administration last year were midin
semester estimates, transferring grades from another instiTHE GOLD R(X)M
tution, professor evaluation,
"probation" for professors, the

Press Conference

Oktoberfest Weekend Celebrated
With A Number Of Tints'

Nixon's V.P. Nomination
House Republican leader oerald R, Ford, named by President Nixon to be Vice President of
the United States, pledged yesterday to make full disclosure of all
his financial holdings and tax returns to the congressional committees handling the nomination.
Ford said the President, in
choosing him, hadn't asked him
anything about his finances-only
about his health. "He assumed
that if I had anything in my background" it would have come out
by now, Ford said.

large rabbit holding a top hat
from which a magician appeared.
The rabbit and magician reflected ironically the Red theme,
"There's Magic in You/'
Jennie Metcalfe was in charge
of the parade for Geist, the
sponsoring organization, and added several things to the parade.
For the first time Dr. and Mrs.
Willett and family rode in the parade. The Greeks were represented on a float all their own, a
member of each of the eleven
sororities on campus dressed in
German costumes. There were
Chairman of Oktoberfest Mary Alice Noel performs a different
two bands this year, also. The
kind
of tapping ceremony at the popular 'biergarten.'
Fort Lee Army Band marched
as they traditionally do. But this
category. They were also given
The Midway
year, the Prince Edward County
ten dollars in prize money. Alpha
Band marched with the students
After lunch that day, the Fort phi took second place, while the
from Longwood,
Lee Band played in concert at Granddaughters placed third.
As traditionally they do, Geist Jarman.
Some other booths were the
marched with the parade as the
The Midway was open id that Student Union Booth which sold
Usherettes led the way. Among afternoon at two o'clock by
others were the Hockey team, Kathy Daffron the Mittenmeister, •«S-UN' t-shirts, and CHI songthe Klowns, the Festmeister.and The Miiway is held behind Hiner books from 1070. A Raggedy Ann
ami Raggedy Andy doll raffle
Mittenmeister.
and the Dining Hall. There were sponsored by Pi Omega Pi, A
This year the Geistmeister, forty-one booths this year, inCindy Crisp, had a float of her cluding the Geist information ten-speed bicycle was also
raffled off by Help-On!, the L) own designed and constructed booth and Biergarten.
isiativc
Board service project.
by Becky Bailey, another G<list
The booths were judged in lour
The Junior class sold souvenir
member.
categories, food, entertainment, mugs, which have traditionally
theme, and miscellaneous.
Points w<;re awarded for the been sold by Geist,
A hockey game started at 2:30
theme booths. The Red and Whites
between
Longwood's first team
were given 21.33 points for the
and
the
Richmond
Club* Longwood
Senior and Sophomore class
emerged
from
the
"battle of
booths, while the Greens were
sticks"
victorious.
awarded 18. !> points for their
Immediately following the hocbooths from the Junior and
key game was Color Rush, A reFreshman classes.
lay foot race between 12 runners
The food booth winner received
a prize of ten dollars. In first from each color, five points are
place was the Newman club sell- awarded to the winner. This year
ing cokes and coffee, tin Mcond for the first time in quite awhile,
and third place winners were Sig- the Red and White were able to
ma Sigma Sipma and the I resh- Obtain the points.
A German tin-ru linner followman Class.
"'I
at 5:19 p.m.
The Seniors took first place
and won ten dollars in the
The Skits
category of entertainment, H2o
club won icond place with the
The skits Saturday night UN
water show, while the Longwood
■ 'i on costume, mu ;lc,danc<,
Players wore third with two short staging and ■.' ript effects
Oktoberfest meisters and usherettes at the formal midway
outdoor plays.
The Green and Whites were
opening. From left, Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, Ruth Bourne, Cindy
A zoo bazaar won the PhiMu's
(Continued on Page 8)
Crisp, and Amy Davis.
first place in the miscellaneous
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"Petting

yy

Commentary

Women's Colleges: Not Grasping An Old

At The College Level
while I like to consider myself as kind-hearted
as the next individual where stray dogs and cats on
campus are concerned, and have been as admittedly
guilty of feeding and pampering them as some of our
more obvious student animal lovers, it's about time
we all faced up to the fact that stray animals and the
"pets" we often make of them are causing more
problems than we stop to think about.
Although most of them seem to be friendly,
dogs freely roaming the campus do pose a serious
threat of harm to the students. And with the mixture
of dogs and eats, situations arise thataren'talways
funny - there was, for instance, a cat in front of
Fra/.ier dorm last Friday night whose throat had
been torn open by a dog.
Beyond this are the health problems which can
arise because of stray animals. While we laughed
about it once news started circulating, having to
exterminate fleas from not only North Cunningham
dorm but from those who worked in the building
as well is hardly comical. Finding the tell-tale
evidence of a four-legged visitor on the floor of your
hall can also be a rather disconcerting experienceparticularly if you didn't notice it until it was too
late.
Whether the situation on the campus grounds
warrents action by the town of Farmville as well as
the college is a matter for the proper authorities
to decide. However, that within the residence halls
calls for IMMEDIATE and STRONG action by
Residence Board.
While I realize some attempts to solve the
problem have been made, searching out turtles and
fish isn't worth the time it takes to track them
down. But puppies, cats, dogs, and parakeets are
not simply fun to have around - they can be dirty,
sick, and as already pointed out, don't differentiate
between a fire hydrant and a stairwell.
It's time the students took the feelings and
health of those they live with into consideration, and
it's time- Residence Board took a firm stand and
hard action with those who can't understand why
kitty is bothering anyone. It might help to publish
the number of a local animal shelter which can
give the animals proper care.
Longwood's "campus pets" are not a new
sight or a new problem. But we're past the stage
of side stepping the evidence - shooing pooch out
the door simply changes the position, not the
nature, of the situation.
D.A.B.

Tradition, Giving Women A Better Opportunity
The question of single sex
colleges has been studied and
investigated possibly more than
any other topic over the past
years concerning education. The
following is a sharing of many
beliefs about what we are, a
woman's college, and why it is
so important that we are what
we are, not just for ourselves
and for the young women who
will come here over the years
ahead, but to the larger community which is America, and the
community, larger still, which
is the family of man.
Learning in the liberal tradition is of highest quality simply
because it is in the desinterested pursuit of truth and understanding than men and women
can fulfill, as they can in no
other way, their essential human nature. There is a relationship between knowledge and
virtue that learning, when it is
truly, in the liberal tradition,
informs character, and that what
we think and how we think become one, in spite of ourselves,
what we turn out to be, The life
of the mind is in no way dissociated from all the other compartments of our lives, it informs them and gives value to
them.
Many students, at one time
or another, during their stay,
question why Longwood remains
a female institution. Many
schools in the area and throughout the nation are altering their
character entirely. Tnere are
many reasons for their changing,
of which two are cited, One,
the quality of the student body
is the vital index to collegiate
quality and two, our collegegoing habits are, it not haphazard, certainly subject to whim
or fancy or fashion. It has already become a commonplace
of educational journalism to
speak of the demise of the "separate" college.
One might wonder why this
curious state of affairs has been

allowed to come about. What
have we learned in the past five
years that has been so powerfully persuasive as to have induced so many women's colleges
to turn their backs upon the
richness of their own past experience? What has happened to
the very environment which has
constituted the essential strength
of the women's colleges? When
so many proud, autonomous collegiate faculties find themselves
in simultaneous agreement, one
would suppose that the arguments
supporting coeducation are irrefutable in their logic and cogency.
The entire cast and character
of a women's college are clearly
different, even when the syllabus
is not. Why this should be so,
why the environment sustained by
these institutions is perceptively
different, is not a matter of great
subtlety. The fact is that young
women are generally capable of
greater self-discipline and are
for the most part less given to
boorish anti - intellectual gestures than boys of the same age.
In brief, women are obviously not
troubled, as their masculine
counterparts so frequently are,
by the need to shape their attitudes toward study to a rather
shallow definition of masculinity.
Given the uniformly high intellectual skills of the young
women entering our leading's
women's colleges, relative emotional maturity tends to insure
that those gifts are not wasted.
At a women's school we are
given a chance to be active, not
passive, participants, in no way
politely silenced by a gregarious masculine presence. Many
studies on this subject have been
done. One of the most recent was
compiled by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
titled, "Opportunities for Women in Higher Education.'' The
most constroversial conclusion
of the commission's report may
be its endorsement, after a de-

cade of increasing coeducation,
of women's colleges. "All the
Carnegie reports have favored
diversity, not homogeneity, in
American higher education,"
says chairman Clark Kerr, "but
we have found special advantages
in these schools for women."
The report cites recent research
which shows that a higher proportion of successful women are
graduates of single-sex colleges.
In such institutions, they learn
to speak up more in class, hold
more positions of leadership and
have more women teachers and
administrators to emulate. At
women's colleges students also
are more likely to enter such
traditionally 'male" fields as
science. Kerr commented that,
"Women continue to constitute
the largest unused supply of
superior intelligence in the
United States.
A recent Health Education and
Welfare ruling states that there
can be no discrimination of race
or sex in any school. Tnis means
that if a male applies as a day
student and has the proper
criteria that is acceptable for
college work, he must be admitted
to the college. Previously Longwood had admitted only Junior and
Senior level male students. The
explanation for only accepting
upperclassmen is that Longwood
did not want to jeopardize the
local community college's
chances of obtaining these students
A school is exempt from the
HEW ruling if they have never
admitted the opposite sex at any
time.
There has never been a study
that has shown that learning conitions are better when both male
and female students are in the
classroom together. Considering
all the advantages that Longwood
holds with its active campus enrollment having only women, we
are more capable than coeducational institution to turn out more
experienced and adjusted women
to contribute to the family of man.
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To The Editor:
In reference to the article
"Longwood: a Stronghold For
Male Chauvinism?", we wish to
express a genuine feeling of
agreement. We were glad to see
someone point out that Longwood
is still just a southern girls'
schooL It may not be a "male
chauvinist stronghold"; but it is
definitely not a liberal, young
women's college.
It has been our observation
during our short stay at Longwood that something is lacking
in the academic portion of our
education. In fact, the intellectual
atmosphere is almost nonexistent. We're not sure what others
expected, but we wanted an atmosphere conducive to intellectual stimulation as well as social
growth.
Discussion is one of the best
ways to grow mentally, and the
classroom is an ideal place to bat
.ideas back and forth with the professor as a mediator. Lack of
classroom discussions shows
apathetic attitudes toward the
real purpose of our attendance
at Longwood. We enjoy rapping

about dates, clothes, etc. as much
as the next person; but we're
here to learn - not just go to
school until we get married.
The friendliness of Longwood
is just fantastic. The Honor Code
and personal integrity here are
great. Teaching these ideals is
fine. However, in our opinion,
one of the primary objects of
a college is to further prepare
for the big, cruel world. Girls
who attend Longwood and have
had fairly sheltered lives will
be completely lost at graduation.
If shelter and protection from
the outside world is what you
wanted, then we must congratulate you on your choice of Longwood. The exceedingly friendly
attitude paints a rosy picture
and allows you to continue living
in your dreamland. If Longwood
girls can help make the world
a better place because of their
training here, then it is a plus
in the favor of the school. We're
willing to bet, though, that many
Longwood graduates have traumatic experiences. Why? They're not aware that they went to
a college which never removed
their rose-colored glasses.
Brooke Dickerman
Lou Watson

CHI Congratulates
Dear Students,
CHI wishes to congratulate you
on another successful Oktoberfest. This year's Oktoberfest was
truly the best Longwood has ever
held. In an effort to reach the entire student body we want to thank
those who gave of themselves in
the many facets from active participation to those who gave their
support by merely attending the
events of the week end.
Many changes have occurred
at Longwood in the past years
and Oktoberfest 1973 was definitely a positive result of this
change. Tne skits have branched
beyond the animated fantasies of
the past to reach out further than
laughter, further than pure idealism. The themes are real; they
deal with reality and in this way
they certainly affect more people. The people are the same, the
fun and competition remain but
nonetheless changes have come.
There is more to it than just
glitter and lights. We are all
bound to gether by it and we share
in this binding in a variety of
ways. Each person has contribut(Continued on Page 8)
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Piano Recital In Wygal On October2I
By KATHY MILLER
Four music majors will present a senior piano recital at
Wygal Recital Hall on October
21 at 4:00 p.m. The first part of
the recital consists of each girl
giving a solo performance.
The first performance will be
given by DeDe Arvin, who has
selected a Beethoven Sonata. She
is from Victoria, Va. and is a
1970 graduate of Kentson Forest
Academy. She is a member of
The Music Education National
Conference and Sigma Alpha Iota.
Linda Hudson, a graduate of
Thomas McKean High School in
Wilmington, Delaware will perform second. She has chosen to
JACKIE RUSH
play a selection by Brahms and
one by DeBussy. Linda was a
Student Assistant for the Music
Department and is also a member
of The Music Department and is
also a member of The Music
Education National Conference.
The third performance will
consist of two selections by
Scarlatti and Reval played by
Jackie Rush. She graduated from
Highland Springs High School in
Richmond.
Cathy Overbee McCanless will
give the last of the solo performances. She has chosen to play
Schubert and Copeland. Cathy is
originally from Richmond but
now resides in Farmville with her
husband. She is a 1970 graduate
from Huguenot High SchooL
After all four girls have given
LINDA HUDSON
their solo performances they will
..

all play "Beethoven's Sonata in
A minor for Four Keyboards."
Cathy McCanless pointed out
that a joint recital "hasn't been
done in several years, but we
all wanted to participate together." Linda Hudson said that,
•It is a tradition at Longwood for
senior music majors to give recitals." All music majors are
required to attend these recitals
as all Artists Series and as
Cathy says, "It makes it easier
on them if they only have to attend one recital instead of four."
The recital is open to the public as is the reception which will
be held in the Green Room of
Wygal Mjsic Building. All four
of the girls are members of the
Concert Choir.

"Long Day's Journey Into Night*'
To Be Shown In Jar mam Studio

CATHY McCANLESS

Big Friend, Little Friend" Project

Is Unusual For Social Welfare Mayor
By JANE BLOODWORTH
The BigFriend/Little Friend
project has received far more
response than anticipated, according to Carla Sleight, Social
Welfare major.
The project is an experiment,
started by Carla to satisfy the
requirements for her junior field
work. According to her, juniors
are usually placed in welfare
agencies. However, she was
granted permission to do this instead.
"This is the first time junior
field work has been so unstructured," Carla said. "It had to get
Dean BlackwelPs approval. If it
works it will be a whole new concept in junior field work."
Carla will receive four credits
for the project. The class is over
in four weeks, and she will then
be evaluated by her supervisor,

who teaches at Mary Baldwin.
' The project, however, will continue at least through the end of
this year and Carla will be accepting applications from interested students second semester.
"I will keep it up," Carla said,
"because if I quit, it will fall
flat."
Participating students are
matched with a child, recommended by parents, teachers, or
social workers, and spend one
hour a week with them. There are
currently forty students involved
in it. At this point, Carla is still
matching them with children, as
only nineteen matches have been
made.
"The people in the program
seem to enjoy it," Carla said.
"We have not made any wrong
matches so far."
Children may be recommend-

Bedford To Present Miller,
Scheffler Photography Exhibit
By KATHY MILLER
Bedford Art Building will
house an exhibit of thirty photographs by Peter Scheffler and
photographs of fifty sculptures
by Eliza Miller from October
20 to November 16.
Eliza Miller has executed a
great many commissions for
private homes, schools, and
churches. Included in the exhibit will be photographs of the
Stations of the Cross she sculpted for a church in the Pittsburgh,
Pa., area. The media she works
in include metal, clay, wood,
stone, and enamelling and recent
years began working with steel.
She lived in Peru for a year
which is evident in her interpretation of a "Peruvian Marketplace" which will be part of
the exhibit. She has also traveled to many other countries such

as Scotland, Canada and Mexico
as well as most of the United
States. Some of the works in
the show are based on men in
American history such as
"Johnny Appleseed" and "John
Brown".
Eliza Miller studied at Carnegie Tech and with the renowned
Swedish schulptor. Carl Milles
at Craubrook Academy and with
Albert Laessle in Philadelphia.
Peter Scheffler is an independent craftsman and is accomplished in many aspects of
creative work. Recently he has
developed a serious interest in
photography. Scheffler, like his
aunt, Eliza Miller, has visited
Scotland and Ireland. Many of
the photographs in the exhibit
will be of mountain scenes of
these countries and nearby islands.

Cast of "Long Day's Journey" includes (from left) Janet
Baker, Dawson Nash, Dr. Hassel Simpson, Glynn Griggs, and Bill
Craft.

ed to the program for a number
of reasons. Most of those who
have been recommended are not
emotionally unstable, but rather
are from economically poor
backgrounds.
"We will not take a child who
is really socially, emotionally or
physically maladjusted, because
we are not qualified," Carla
said. According to her, the biggest disappointment so far has
been that there is no response
from the underprivileged white
families in the community.
Each student is required to
fill out a brief monthly report,
indicating that she has seen the
child and what they have done.
Carla will not be receiving any
until November, since most sudents are now making their first
visit with the child.

By KAREN FOSTER
Eugene O'Neill'.s moving autobiographical drama, "Long Day's
Journey Into Night" will be presented in Jarman Studio Theatre
at nq charge tomorrow and Friday nights at 7:30 p.m.
Cast in this "play of old sorrow, written in tears and blood"
(from the playwright's dedication
of the drama) are Dawson Nash,
Bill Craft, Janet Baker, Hassel
Simpson and Glynn Griggs. Mr.
Dudley Sauve directs this Readers' Theater presentation.
Acting as Edmund (O'Neill),
Nash adds this to his list of
"Lion in Winter," "Matchmaker," "Peer Gynt" and more recently, "The Importance of Being Earnest."
Craft, a Ha mpden-Sydney
freshman, portrays O'Neill's
cynical, alcoholic elder brother,
Jamie. Although he has acted in
high school productions, this is
Craft's Longwood debut.
The dramatist's morphine addicted mother is played by Janet
Baker who has previously appeared in "Crime on Goat Island," "Matchmaker," and will
be seen in "The Dybbuk" next
month.
Hassel Simpson, a HampdenSydney English professor, plays
the role of O'Neill's father,
James. Previous experience includes "Under Milkwood" and
roles in Shakespearean productions.
The "second girl" Cathleen
features Glynn Griggs who will
perform in "The Dybbuk."

Jerri Hall doubles as stage
manager and sound director while
Amy Fluckiger will handle lights.
According to Mr. Sauve, Readers' Theatre is a "new concept
at Longwood" besmn this summer
with Dylan Thomas' "Under
Milkwood."
Readers' Theatre is "the theatre of the mind. Everything normally seen on the stage all happens in the mind of the viewer.
"There is some movement in
'Long Day's Journey,' " Mr.
Sauve continued, "but for the
most part the imagination of the
audience creates the fogbound
summer home of the Tyrones."
In a Readers' Theatre "theduties of the actor become the
duties of an interpreter in that he
doesn't have the physical props
and big movements to help him.
get the idea across. He has to do
it with his face and voice so it
becomes a unique challenge to an
actor."
"I'm extremely happy with the
cast," Mr. Sauve concluded.
"They make O'Neill's words
come alive."

cA Guide
to cigarette
cAds.
null llh NM0 print!

Victorian Institute To Hold

Next time
you see
someone
polluting,
point
it out.

Annual Meeting On October 20
The Fourth Annual Meeting of
the Victorians Institute will be
held at Old Dominion University,
Saturday (Oct. 20).
The institute, which is concerned with British and American
literature, art and history of the
Victorian period, will begin its
program at 9 a.m. in the Arts
and Letters Building Auditorium.
The program is titled "The
1890's."
The first presentation will be
"The New Women of the Nineties" by Peter T. Cominos of
Tulane University. He is the
author of a book and several
articles on intellectural history.
The second [>aper will be "Trie
Revisions of Dorian Gray" by
Donald Lawler of East Carolina
University; and the third will be
"Victorian Architecture-Some
Stylistic Problems," by James
K. Kornwulf of the CoUogi
William and Mary.
At noon the Norfolk Savoyards

will present a performance of
"Trial by Jury," a Gilbert and
Sullivan spoof on the judicalsy.tem.
After lunch and a short business meeting, Morse Peckham of
the University of South Carolina
will present a paper titled " The
Heroic Decadence." Peckhams'
work includes the books "Beyond
the Tragic Vision," and "Man's
Rage for Chaos."
Two members oftheODU English faculty are officials in the
institute. Professor' James J.
M -;Nally is secretary and Associate Professor Conrad D.Feitata
editor of the VICTORIANS INSTITUTE JOURNAL, the organ of
the institute which is supported
by a grant from ODU and designed
and printed by the ODU Offlo
of Printing and Publications.
For further information or to
mak> reservations, contact Dr.
McNaUy, Department of English,
Old Dominion University.
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"Joanic On The Pony'

A Tribute As Well As A Tradition

I
»5

iv. BETSY NUTTER
Anna Hyatt Huntington, a major
American sculptor of the classical tradition and sculptor of the
Joan ofArconLongwood'scolonade, died Thursday, Oct. 4 at her
borne in IMIit'l,Conn.Shewas97.
Her works are on display in
more than 200 museum sand galleries in the United States and
abroad, Perhaps the best known
Of her statues is that of Joan of
Arc, completed in 1910. She did
the work in a small studio she
had built next to a family home
outside Gloucester, Mvss. For
the animal, She used as a model
the last remaining fire horse in
Gloucester. For St. Joan, she
used a niece who posed while
Straddling a barrel.
It was this statue, which is
cast in bronze, that first brought
her international recognition.
Copies of it are on display in
Gloucester, and stand on Riverside Drive in New York and in
Orleans! France.
But she was never entirely
comfortable sculpting people.
Most of her work consists of
small castings of animals. She
was particularly fond of horses
(in her youth she was an accomplished horsewoman.) But
She also did giraffes, monkeys,
bears, dogs (of which she was also
particularly fond) an i other
beasts.
She gathered her material at
zoos, from photographs, and from
the animals she kept at her farm
in

Bethel, our occasion, she

purchased B donkey to serve as
a model,
Mrs, Huntington continued to
sculpt until near the end of her
life. Her last large work was one
Of Gen, Israel Putnam, a hero
of the Revolutionary war, that
was unveiled in Putnam, Conn.,
in 19C9.
"Joanie"
Students have not always
laughed about "JOANIE ON THE
PONY." In 1926 and 1927 when
plans were being made for the
acquisition of the Joan of Arc
statue, our foremothers would
have been appalled if they could
have looked fifty years into the
future and heard our nickname
for our patron saint.
The following is the presentation speech which was printed in
the April 13, 1927 ROTUNDA of
the State Teachers College.
"April 9 has finally come and I
am more than happy to tell you
of the surprise Alpha Delta Rho
has had for you since November.
In searching for a gift which
would embody the ideals of leadership we finally selected out of
all the art portraying Joan of

Arc, the equestrian statue by
Anna Hyatt Huntington, America's foremost woman sculptor.
.... In writing to Mrs. Huntington she referred to the Gorham Company as makers of the
statue. They wrote that the statue
was published only in bronze and
at a sum which scared us. However, in a short time, arrangements were made to buy the
statue. We decided on the four
foot copy in bronze which was the
model for the statue on Riverside
Drive.
In the mean time a letter was
written to Mrs. Huntington. This
letter took a great liberty that of
embodying all of your faith and
assuring the author that this
statue would ever be an inspiration to the thousands of girls who
would love it and look up to it as
embodying the ideals of leadership of life. The fact was also
stated that arrangements had
been made for buying the statue
and we hoped to have it in a short
time. Mr. and Mrs. Huntington
showed their interest in this
February 18, 1927
New York

My dear President Jarman,
. . . My husband and I are
greatly pleased if the small statue has given pleasure to your
students and I am sure it could
not have found anywhere else a
more conjenial atmosphere and
surrounding than those
which
your able leadership has created
for the college.
With our appreciation for your
very kind reception of our offering and best wishes to you and
the Society.
Sincerely,
Anna H. Huntington

In the Archives Room in Lancaster Library is a Bill from
the American Railway Express
Co., dated April 5, 1927, for
$85.15. This was for the Delivery
of our Joanie on the Pony. Pinned
on the back of a telegram from
Mrs. Huntington stating that the
statue was on the way, was found
the following: "The statue came
on March 3, 1927. We unpacked
it in the small room off the Recreation Hall Stage. A wonderful
piece of art!''

The statue of St. Joan of Arc
on the Colonnade facing Tabb
dormitory.

AKG Becomes Geist
Mrs. Huntington Replies
In answer to your letter of the
13th I am much interested and
pleased that you Joan Circle has
chosen my statue of Joan of Arc
out of all the others.
I spoke to my husband about
your raising a fund among you
to purchase a 4 foot model and
he asked me to write to your
circle that he would be very glad
to present the Joan Circle of
Parmville, Virginia with such a
bronze copy of the 4 foot model.
I have sent today an order to
the Gorham Company to forward
the Joan Circle a bronze copy
which my husband and I hope
you will accept with our best
wishes to the Joan Circle.
Sincerely yours,
Anna H. Huntington
The statue was unveiled midst
an ovation seldom witnessed in

our school life. Mr. and Mrs.
Huntington were invited to the
ceremony but wrote regrets.
The promoters of the gift were
tlie members of the Joan Circle
of the Alpha Delta Rbo Fraternity.
The statue was presented at their
1st Founders Day Rrogram and
was placed in the center of the
Colonade.
Here is a letter dated April
13, 1927.

Alpha Delta Rho, the campus
honorary fraternity and presenters of the statue to the college,
in 1928 merged with other organizations on other campuses
with the same principles to form
Alpha Kappa Gamma. Years later
AKG changed to what we now
have which is GEIST.
Writing later about the gift,
Anne Ayers expresses that,
"This small statue, from that
day forward, has influenced hundreds who have passes by her
because of the power, vitality and
force expressed. This piece portrays the character of the great
leader which it represents in that
one feels the boundless faith,
the love of truth, and the vision
of right whenever she sees the
figure seated on the steed, eyes
turned heavenward.
The inscription on the base
of the statue expresses simply
the true spirit of Joan of Arc
and of all those who have tried
to pattern their lives according
to hers —
'Who in a moment of victory
Remains inaccessible to vanity
and hate
Who in the midst of popular
enthusiasm
Lives in humility and prayer
Who in the universal crush of
ambition
Covets neither profit nor
honors.''
"John Gerson"

Joan's History
But, you may wonder, 'What
did Joanie do that was so fabulous?' This account was found
in the Joan of Arc Scrapbook,
It was handwritten but there
was no signature.
"In all history there is no
story more romantic, or figure
more noble and sweet, than that
of Joan of Arc, the girl who saved
France from conquest in the last
half of the 15th century. We
should feel highly honored in having such a renowned character as
Joan of Arc as patron saint of our
circle of Alpha Kappa Gamma.
The example of her life should
inspire us to higher and nobler
accomplishments.
"Joan of Arc was born at
Domreasiz in 1412. She never
worked in the fields, but helped
her mother with the spinning,
weaving, and other household duties. Joan was a general favorite
of her village, but often her heart
was troubled by what she heard
of the condition of her beloved
land. For years France had been
wasted with war, and now the
whole northern half was in the
hands of the English. Its young
prince, Charles VII, was without
money, armies, or competent
generals, and expected shortly
to lose that part of France which
still remained in his hands.
" When Joan was thirteen years
old, she became devoutly religious. Loving quiet and solitude
for holy thoughts, she often took
her dog and watched her father's
little flock of sheep. Wherever
she was, Joan began to hear
heavenly voices and to see visions. Their message was that
she should go to Charles VII,
lead his troops to victory, and
free France of the envaders. Her
family and the village priest tried
to dissuade her, thinking her distracted; but she was determined
to obey "her voices." She determinate^ reached Charles VII and
won his belief in her mission.
"Now, fully clad in shining
armor and mounted on an armored horse, Joan led the French
army to the relief of the city
of Orleans, which the English
were beseiging. At that time Joan
was only 17 years of age.
"Joan then regarded her mission as finished, and begged permission to return to her home.
She declared her unfitness to remain at he head of the army, since
her heavenly "voices" had deserted her. However, the king
persuaded her to remain, and she
marched to drive away the Burguadians who were besieging
Compiegne. Here she was defeated, taken prisoner, and sold
as a prize of war to the English.

For months she was kept in a
gloomy prison of Roven and was
subjected to a long trail before
an ecclisiastical court. In her
trial she was abandoned by the ungrateful king and courtiers and
left to defend her own self. In the
end she was convicted of witchcraft and heresy and was burned
at the stake in May 1431. An
Englishman who stood by, impressed by her bravery, exclaimed, "We are lost, for we
have burned a saint."
"A quarter of a century later
Joan was declared innocent by
the Pope, and on May 16, 1920,
she was formally enrolled as a
feint of the Catholic Church.The
extraordinary deeds and piteous
death of Joan of Arc have inspired sculptors, painters, and
poets for five centuries, while to
France she is a natural glory and
to the Joan Circle of Alpha
Kappa Gamma she is the immortal patron saint. She is the
symbol of the highest type of
leadership in womanly service.
Her life shoud be a challenge to
us particularly in this period of
turmoil and chaos in which we
are now living. May we apply the
same models to the works of our
circle that Joan used in her mission, that of 'Forward with
God.'"

COLLEGE
SHOPPE
Steaks-Pizzas
Seafood
5:30am -8pm

The
Kountry Kitchen
BAKERY
ft SANDWICH SHOP
Specializing in
Doughnuts
Sandwiches
Wedding - Birthday
Anniversary ft Other
Special Occasion
Cakes Pastries 213 W. Third St.
392-6498
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S-UN, "Jason" Rock In Nostalgia Week

Rock 'n Roll is serious business; too bad, because it used to
be so much fun . . . rip-snorting, good old-fashioned fun. Could
that be what you're missing?
Well then, Fun Seeker, it's
about time you discovered JASON, because JASON plays for
FUN - "and y'ain't lived 'til
you've seen JASON put FUN
BACK IN ROCK 'N ROLL."
JASON: vocal harmonies and
solid rock.
JASON: a variety of shows,
each representative of a particular musical era or theme, each
complete with costumes, choreography and comedy.
JASON: camp, corny, spontaneous and nostalgic.
JASON: five people who want
to entertain you.

The Canadian-based group consists of Steve Smith (leader) on
organ, Morag Smith (Steve's wife)
vocals, Randy Read, guitar, Ron
Read on bass and Ronn Harper
on drums. When they are not
touring, the group lives together
in a 17-room, 100-year-old
house.in Grimsby, Ontario. They
didn't start, but evolved, according to Ron Reed, under the direction of Steve Smith. They played
as a part-time band before going
full-time three years ago.
The highly flexible act covers
virtually every phase of popular

music ranging from the early
twenties, through the grease era
right on up to the present day top
forty hits, including many of
their own compositions.
JASON fits into the category
of Rock Revival and as a member
of a Cornell audience put it, "It
was a good choice. "Putting the
fun back into rock" is one expression that has been used on
JASON, which calls itself a rock
harmony showband. Actually
rock is only one segment in the
makeup of this exceptionally good
musical combination.
Critic George Anthony summarized a JASON show for the
Toronto, Ontario SUN by writing
the following:
"A rock group called JASON
does five sets . . . all in different
costumes, and all highly musical. Two dance sets feature every
beat from High Heel Sneakers to
Simon & Garfunkel standards, and
three show sets spoof different
eras in music.
"They don blonde wigs for
their California set as "The
Surfin' Safaris,' salute Beatle
tunes as 'The Modbeats' and tease
nostalgia as the 'Charleston East
End Barbershop Quintet & Flapper Kickline.' They also appear
as 'Brother Solomon's Hallelujah
Chorus,' 'Little Lanky Leroy's
Soul Crusade' and 'Uncle Al's
Amateur Hour,'and . . . 'Slob's
Grease Gang' in a very funny,
wise tribute to the fifties - from
Rock-Around-The-Clock to Teen
Angel. The black leather, the
Brando goggles, the duck tail

5-UN Wheels

Disney World
november 17-21
^

THantut
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and the greasy hair, even the
Double Bubble gum - it is all
there, winding up with a biting
but affectionate salute to King Elvis."
"The Surfin' Safaris" appear
in a Mickey Mouse Club Beach
Party atmosphere spoofing the
sixties. Hits of the Turtles, Four
Seasons and Beach Boys climax
this segment of the show. One
critic said, "Gracey Slick herself couldn't have outdone Annette Funnyjello (Mrs. Smith)
singing "White Rabbit" and
"Somebody To Love."
For the fifties* take-off, JASON dresses the part in their
greased-down hair, leather
vests, chains, tee-shirts and
white socks. "Da Broad" (Mrs.
Smith) wears a knee-length skirt,
sleeveless blouse, red lipstick
ankle socks and saddle shoes.

Commenting on JASON, the Canadian GLOBE AND MAIL said,
"Showmanship is sometimes
seen in rock bands, but sheer
fun is rare. A young OakvilleMississauga group named JASON
has both, however, plus competent high-intensity music-making . . ."
The TORONTO STAR says,
"The harmonies are very tight,
the take-offs funny without being
pretentious or bitter, and JASON
does, as it advertises, plav for
fun."
S-UN will sponsor JASON in a
concert-dance on Saturday, October 27, in the Gold Room from
9 p.m.-l a.m. Admission will be
two dollars per person. Free beer
and cokes will be served.
JASON puts the fun back in
Rock 'n Roll!

TOUR INCLUDES:

Farmville, Va.
Farmville Day
Oct. 18
Visit our store
for savings
on all items.

l

& *4
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- Round trip transfers between Greyhound Terminal in
Orlando and selected hotel or motor inn at Orlando.
- Three nights' accommodations at selected hotel or motor
inn.
- Two round trip transfers between selected hotel or motor
inn and Walt Disney World.
- Two days unlimited use of the Walt Disney World Transportation System connecting Walt Disney World hotels, Fort
Wilderness Campground and Magic Kingdom Theme Park.
- Two admissions to the "Magic Kingdom" Theme Park.
- Eighteen admissions to Theme Park attractions.
- Choice of one of the following motorcoach sightseeing tours:
a.) Lectured sightseeing tour to Cape Kennedy and guided
motorcoach tour of NASA Space Center, or
b.) Lectured sightseeing trip to Cypress Gardens, including
admissions and water ski show.
- All state and local taxes.
PRICE - $104 - does not include meals.

Robbie Lottery (left) and Janet Sullivan (right) pose in
appropriate '50's "fashion."

Fashions From The 'ISO's
Highlight Weeks Nostalgia

GRILLED STEAK
SPECIALS

Main Street

392-9711

311 N. Mail St.
Farm villa,. Va.

Farmville, Virginia

Nostalgia Week is coming, so
put on your bobby sox and saddle
shoes and come on down to the
S-UN Fall Fashion Show!
Fashions from Esther May,
Baldwin's, Leggett and The
Fashion Post will be modeled.
In a special portion of the show,
some real "cool cats" will model
fashions from the'50's, Come and
see the round collar blouses,
pullover sweaters, bobby sox and
saddle shoes. (Don't forget to fix

your ponytail).
S-UN regrets that they were
unable to get Pat Boone to serve
as ttie commentator, hut a Hampden-Sydney disc Jockey will do
the job. Junior Bo Goodwyn will
describe all the "cool" clothes,
and maybe he'll wear white
bucks!
All these "keen" things will
happen October 24 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Gold Room, so don't miss
it! See ya later, alligator.
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Student Recruiters Merge Efforts
With College Admissions Counselors
By BETSY NUTTER
Our official recruiters in the
admissions office are out on the
road, but they've got L.C. students that are actively signing up
freshmen for next year also. During the past weeks Mrs. Frances
Brooks, Director of Admissions,
Andee Oglesby, Admissions
Counselor, and Casey Wilkes,
Admissions Counselor, have covered the grounds of Virginia
talking with students and guidance counselors.
Freshman Brenda McGhee
talked with a group of girls from
Denbigh High School in Newport
News, Va. Six of the girls applied and two of them came up
for Oktoberfest Weekend. The interested students signed up in
their guidance counselor's office and Brenda made an appointment to see them. Some teachers who were LC graduates came
to hear how Longwood had changed. Brenda reports that their
greatest astonishment showed
through when they found that
freshmen can have cars on campus.
The high school seniors were
impressed with LC's Orientation
Program and the Resident Hall
arrangements. The brochures
specializing in major areas were
a big hit because they showed

facilities and courses that are
available in a particular field.
Brenda came to LC because of
a change of heart. She was planning on attending another women's college in the area, but after coming to last year's May
Day celebration, she ended up
coming to LC. She has a unique
situation also in that BOTH her
parents are LC graduates. Her
father's class was the first one
to graduate with any males in it.
They both graduated in the class
of 1950.
"Visits to high schools are
very profitable," according to
Casey Wilkes, "because we have
more time to talk to students and
guidance counselors." Most
schools are more receptive to
this type of interview instead of
the College Night Program.
Visits are particularly good for
private schools because most of
them do not participate in College Night. The Admisssions office advocates early visits also
so that they can inform the counselors, who in turn inform the
students of new course offerings
now instead of later.
Andee Oglesby returned quite
enthusiastic mainly because she
had spoken to many counselors
who did not previously know any-

'Federation Of Student
Social Workers'
This is the first year on campus for the Federation of
Student Social Workers. The main purpose of the organization
is to provide a means through which students can coordinate
their interest and act more effectively in behalf of all social
work students and those they serve. The organization also
acts as a liaison between students, faculty, and administration. Membership is open to everyone on campus. However,
ttiere are two types of members: voting and nonvoting, or
associate members.
Presently there are four basic committees. They are
publicity, big-sis little-sis, clothing closet, and tutoring. The
organization as a whole is concerned with social legislation.
The federation plans to sponsor may events on campus.
The first event will be on Wednesday, October 24, at 4 p.m. in
Jeffers Auditorium. Presented will be Miss Nancy Bourne, Director of Social Service at Western State Hospital in Staunton,
Virginia. Miss Bourne's topic will be "Problems Encountered
By Social Workers in Mental Hospitals and Future Job Opportunities in this Field".
EVERYONE is invited to attend and this should be a learning experience for all.

Equal Rights

Amendment Bracelet

thing about Longwood and what it
has to offer. She found that the
girls she spoke with were impressed to know that they could
come down and spend the night in
the dorm and attend classes.
The number of girls from
northern Virginia who knew LC
students and liked the school already from speaking with these
friends surprised Mrs. Oglesby.
She and Mrs. Brooks went from
northern Virginia up into Maryland. They personally contacted a
total of 190 prospective students.
Miss Wilkes spent her recruiting time in Charlottesville,
Staunton, Harrisonburg, and the
Waynesboro Valley Area. There
she spoke with 67 students and
then went on to Richmond and saw
65 students.
Last week two girls from Fishersville, Va., took advantage of
their opportunity to visit classes. Debbie Snider and Tamara
Craig applied in July and have
been accepted to enter LC next
year. While here they were given
a tour and they observed the traditional paint battle. They commented, "We thought the paint
battle was really great. It looked
like a lot of fun."
They spoke of more girls from
their area who are interested in
LC. When asked the inevitable
question, "Why LC?" Debbie had
an interesting answer. "We used
to come by here on the way to the
beach and I would always say,
'I'm going to college there!' "
Tamara came to a H-SC football
game and saw LC as friendly and
quiet and decided it was for her.
Both of them showed regrets that
Chi didn't walk on the night that
they were on campus.

Or. Webb Featured
Speaker At Radford
College Meeting
By GENA LOUGHREY
Dr. Randall Webb spoke at a
district meeting of elementary
school teachers of south-west
Virginia on Friday, October 5,
at Radford College.
The meeting was centered
around solving problems in the
classroom. Some of the more
specific things that Dr. Webb
spoke on were: the effect of
parental attitutdes on children,
the availability of supplies for
teachers, and the implication of
the metric system.
Dr. Webb not only spoke, but
he gave demonstrations and had
a question-answer period as well.
Dr. Webb felt that an important aspect of the meeting was that
everyone shared thoughts and
ideas, thus both he as well as
the other teachers involved benefited from the experience.

PROFESSOR CEDRIC H. WHITMAN

Cedric Whitman To Speak
At Longwood October 31
By GENA LOUGHREY
Cedric Whitman, Francis
Jones Professor of Classical
Greek Literature, and Associate
of Adams House, Harvard University, will speak at six Virginia
Colleges and universities this
month. His visit is sponsored by
the University Center in Virginia,
Inc.
A professorship was established by Francis R. Jones in honor
of his father with the purpose
of promoting "the most general
knowledge of Classical Greek
literature and art" with the object of raising the standard of
taste in the United States. Thus
Cedric Whitman became the first

Sixteen Initiated
Into Alpha Lambda
Delta October 14
By BETTIE BASS
The initiation of girls into
Alpha Lambda Delta took place
Sunday, October
14 in the
Library. The following girls were
initiated:
Ruth Elizabeth Bray, a biology
major; Nancy Jane Cowart, a prenursing major; Jan LaNette
Evans, a French major; Gay
Elizabeth Harrington, an English
major; Mary Paige Hinton, a
speech pathology major; Mary
Lou Jarrels, an English-Speech
major; Katherine ViAnn Lynch,
a psychology major; Robin Eve
McDaniel, a math major; Judy
Lee Mauck, a physical therapy
major, Jean Silano, a Spanish
major; and Susan Lane Stain back,
a pre-nursing major.
Other initiates included: Susan
Lanfair Jones, Annie May Slayton, Joanne LeStourgeon, Nancy
Louise Staggs, and Deborah
Louise Harper.

MAIN STREET SHOE SERVICE
Show your support for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment by buying and wearing the [RA bracelet. Made of nickel
silver—with the letters E.R.A. pierced into it--the bracelet
can be worn by boffc men and women. It will also make a nice
Christmas gift.

20% OFF
With I.D.

Latest Styles In Fashion

COST:

$3.00 prepaid, including postage

ORDER FROM:

League of Women Voters
11313 Frederick Avenue
Beltsville. Md. 20705
Maryland residents, add 4 percent sales tax

ROCHETTE'S
FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS

DENIM
(240 Pair)

Handcrafted Leather Goods

JEANS
More Longwood

Proceeds from the sale of the bracelets will go toward getting
the Amendment ratified.

Francis Jones Professor of Classical Greek Literature in Harvard University in 1966.
Professor Whitman was born
in Providence, Rhode Island, on
December 1, 1916, and attended
schools in Newport, R. I. He received his A.B. degree summa
cum lauda in 1943 and his Ph.
D. degree in 1947, both from
Harvard. He has been on the
faculty since that time, becoming Associated Professor in 1954,
and Professor in 1959.
Professor Whitman was
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1961-62 and is a member of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences. He won
the Award of M ?rit of the American Philological Association in
1952 for SOPHOCLES: A STUDY
OF HEROIC HUMANISM,in 1951.
In 1958, he was awarded the
Christian Gauss Prize by the
United Chapters of Phi Bete Kappa for his book, HOMER AND
THE HEROIC TRADITION. Also,
he is the author of a volume of
poems, ORPHEUS AND THE
MOON CRATERS (1941). ARISTOPHANES AND THE COMIC
HERO (1964) and a narrative
poem, ABELARD (1965) are his
latest works. He is now working
on a commentary to the ILLIAD.

Girls Shop
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Farmville, Virginia
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H20 Clubs Oktoberfest Show
Termed Successful By All
decked out in hot pink tights and
By BROOKE DICKERMAN
body suits. They changed from
Capacity crowds watched the
H20 Club's four Oktoberfest per- one pattern to another by sculling.
The eight girls swimming to
formances. Sherry Beatty and
Sandy Schnupp swam aduetusing 'Sunny Googe Street' illustrated
suspension, a pulling and pushing the rides at a circus. Up and down
of the other person, as a major motions and geometric patterns
Grade System Changed
As of this fall at the Univer- feature. This was the last show were prevalent. Solid colored
sity of Redlands, students will re- for either of these veteran H20 suits and tights were worn by this
group.
ceive numbers instead of letters members.
Suits the shades of autumn
Four
girls
gave
the
impression
of grades. In order that the grades
leaves
and drifting, swirling moof
clouds
floating
across
the
sky
submitted by the faculty be more
tions
were
used to help represent
accurately reflected, the new while swimming to the theme of
system will also include numbers •Summer of '42,' Slow graceful the flight of falling leaves.'Waltcorresponding to the old plus and movements and stunts charac- zing Leaves' was the name of the
terized this number. The swim- song that set the mood for this
minus grades. In the past profesmers
wore blue bathing suits. number.
sors have turned in grades with
The watershow was termed a
Changing
floating patterns was
the pluses and minuses but they
success
by participants and viewthe
only
motion
in
the
number
have been reflected as the grade
ers
alike.
'Smiling Riddles.'The girls were
alone in computation.
According to Lawrence Harvill,
Vice President for Academic Affairs, "For a number of years
there has been an on-going concern on the part of the faculty
for two areas in grading, the
In their match against Mary
Longwood's Junior Varsity
first area is that of grade infla- Tennis team lost their match to Washington the JV's won 4-1.
tion. Statistics show that the William and M.iry by a score of Rain stopped the matches and
average student's grades have 3-2. Susie Welbaum won 6-1, because of time they planed an 8been higher and higher with each 6-1. Mari-Bea Coles also won game pro set. Susie Welbaum lost
passing year. The second area of by a score of 6-1, 6-2. Emily 6-8. Mari-Bea Coles won 8-3,
concern has been for the lack of Burgwyn had to forfeit her Susan Ferguson won 8-5. In the
precision in the traditional let- match in which she was winning doubles matches Sandy Woods and
ter-grade system. The new sys- 6-4, 3-0. During her match she Sandy Watkins won 8-2 and Diane
tem allows for more precision sprained her ankle. Both doubles Amme and Diane Fadeley won 8than the five letter grades did." teams lost. Beth Hatch and Sue 7. Their next match is October
The new system grades as fol- Ferguson 4-6, 4-6 and Diane 18 against RM-C - Ashland at
lows: 4.0 (A), 3.7 (A-), 3.3 (B*), Fadeley and Debbie Amme lost home at 4:15.
2.7 (B-), 2.3 (C), 1.7 (C-), 1.3 6-7, 4-6.
(D*), 1.0 (D), and 0.7 (D-). A
professor considering grades for
a student's performance may
choose any of the above 11 number grades. However, the old
men, to conclude the battle.
nomenclature ofrefernngto"A"
By ELLEN CASSADA
Singing
began while both teams
students or "C" students will no
"Thunder, Thunderation,We'- awaited the judges' decision as
longer be used. All reference to
letter grades will be dropped. re the Green and White Delega- to the winner. The results were
The new system will do away tion. . . Red and White. . . finally announced by BerleDixon
with "F". Students may choose Green and White...'" Beneath all and Chris Bailor, and, as usual,
to take courses on a credit-no the chanting and yelling actually the freshmen were victorious.
credit basis and if he does not were some freshmen and sopho- Shouts of 'Yea Greens of 77"
mores — armed with buckets, were occasionally heard over the
meet the minimum requirements
of a course, his transcript will bags and trashcans of paint im- general screaming and mass
not reflect that failure. That patiently waiting for the paint yelling.
Comments from the sidelines
course will not appear on his of- battle to begin.
That's
how
it
all
began,
with
ranged
from "Get together
ficial record.
the greens considerably outnum- reds!!'' and "All for one and one
Emphasis Change?
bering the reds. At the sound of for all" to "Go Greens" and
According to Professor Mit- the whistle, greens charged, reds "All Rednecks off the field!'
thew Holden, Jr., University of charged right back, and paint Sidewalks and steps seemed to
Wisconsin-Madison political sci- flew everywhere. The actual bat- be recipients of the majority
entist, black educators should put tle itself lasted only a few min- of lasting paint, and the mall
less emphasis on Afro-American utes, but the green and red shirts, was polka-dotted only until the
culture studies and more on sci- hair, and people lingered after- next day.
ence, business, and technical wards.
A circle of green and red spotWhen the red paint was used up, ted students was then formed,
courses. He says that the schooling which helps blacks get their the freshmen threw the rest of and all joined in singing "Joan
fair share of economic pie won't their green paint at everything of Arc," to prove that green and
come with courses that offer so- in sight, including other fresh- red really do mix to form blue.
called "identity formation," but
with those which "increase the
Jefffers 7:30 PM
October 19 and 21
critical number of people who
have skills that provide them with
SELMUR PICTURES in collaboration with
leverage - and in today's society,
ROBERTSON ASSOCIATES presents
those skills are largely technological." He set out his ideas in
"The Next Five Years: A Memorandum of Black Political Strategies," that appeared recently in
an issue of Afro-American
Studies.
According to Holden, "People
haven't devised a clear concept of
CO S'»»»
the social results they desire."
TECHWC010R TECHNISCOPE
The social results desired seemed clearer ten or fifteen years
fflOMlJL ONIHAMA HIlIASlNG COAPOMA'lON
ago: "Those endless parades and
getting people's heads broken
over a simple thing like a lunch
counter was understood by all as
power challenges directed at a
regime of organized white suOpposite Longwood
premacy."
College
Holden feels that the argument
over the merits of integration,
Remodeled Rooms
is 'a fake issue. There's one
simple fact. Between the CanaAir-Conditioned
dian frontier and the Gulf of
Color TV Public &
Mexico there is a body of land,
and on that land there are at
Private Dining
least two sets of people. And
there's no likelihood that you're
Facilities
going to disentangle them."

J.V. Tennis Team Loses To
W. and M., Wins Over M.W.

Reds Of '76 Change Color
As Frosh Win Paint Battle

CLIFF ROBERTSON.

.CLAIRE BLOOM

HOTEL WEYAN0KE
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Victorious Hockey Team moves the ball down the field on
Oktoberfest Week end

LC Hockey Teams Win
Over Westhampton, Richmond
By CLARE BAXTER
The Westhampton hockey
teams fell to Longwood's hockey teams last Wednesday during Longwood's second home
game by scores of 3-0, 6-0.
The Longwood Varsity squad
continued their winning streak
using beautiful stick work and
passes. "Rock" Miller started
the attack with a goal in the
first half. Maggie May followed
shortly after with a hard drive
into the cage. The third goal
came in the second half from a
needle threading corner drive
by "Wing" Smith.
The J. V.'s continued putting
the pressure on the opposition
this time with a score of 6-0.
In the first half there were five
goals scored one right after the
other. In the second half there
was only one goal scored but
the pressure was still there.
Sandy Conkwright, Terri Dubuc,
and Donna Vanderveer scored

twice. Not once was the Westhampton offense allowed in the
Longwood striking circle
Through the combined efforts
they were able to keep it over
the 50 yard line throughout most
of the game. During Oktoberfest
Weekend the Longwood field
Hockey team was again victorious, this time over the Richmond
Club by a score of 2-0. During
the first half there were no goals
scored but there were many shots
taken at both goals. Most of the
Longwood players thought the
skill level was high and that the
pace of the game was very
fast. During the second half two
goals were scored. "WingSnith
drove into the circle and put
her whole body into the shot
and put the ball right into the
corner of the cage. "Rock"
Miller scored from the middle
of the circle with a short drive
The game was very well attended by the many people who came
to Oktoberfest.

Golf Team Defeats Maeon
In Final Season Match
By CLARE BAXTER
The Longwood College golf
team won its final match against
Randolph-Macon Woman's College by the score 11 1/2 to 1/2.
This gives the team a season
record of one win, one tie, and
two losses.
The team will be competing in
the State Tournament next weekend. It will be played at the Ivy
Hill Country Club in Lynchburg.
They will be defending their state
championship. The team has been
the champion for the past three

You're always
welcome

years. All eight players will be
going with the first four competing in the four-woman, 36-hole
State Team Championship and the
next four competing in a twowoman team, 18-hole event.
When asked if the team had a
good chance of winning the State
Tournament, Dr. Barbara Smith,
the coach, replied, "Definitely."
She also said, "I've been very
pleased with their progress and
their hard work paid off in the
last game by defeating RandolphMacon Woman's College."

Smitty Bros.
Electric Co., Inc.
Across from the
courthouse

FIDELITY
NATIONAL BANK

GIFTS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP
1 Block From Hospital On 460 East
Large and small green plants
We Welcome Student Charge Accounts
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Oktoberfest Evolves At Longwood, Too
end was Green and Whites 110
and Red and Whites 134.

History

The "Reds" toast the magic in fish catching with milk and
cookies.
(Continued from Page 1)
first to present their skit this
year. Their theme was "around
We Go". The story was of a
lonely stowaway aboard the
riverboat, "The Little Beth."
The captain's daughter's Beth
befriends the stowaway and tries

townspeople who had supported
Oktoberfest with their help and
time.
After the skits all the Greens
and Reds went up on stage for
curtain call while waiting for the
results of the skits and the week end.

The Delta Psi Kappa program
contained a short history of Oktoberfest that summed up the festival quite well.
"For many years, Longwood
had a festival every October
known a "Circus'" sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Gamma, the leadership honorary. Seven years ago,
this organization changed its
name to "Geist" which means
"intellect" and 'spirit" in German. Geist decided it would be
fitting to carry out the German
theme in Longwood's annual festival, and thus Circus became
"Oktoberfest."
Oktoberfest itself is not a new
idea; it is actually celebrated in
Germany for a fortnight during
the month of October. The festival was initiated in Munich in
approxiamtely 1810 by a prince
who called for the celebration
in honor of his marriage. Ludwig's contribution to the tradition
was a horse race, and through
the years farmers added an agricultural show consisting of
booths from which our midway
is derived. Today's booths in
the German agricultural show
include tents set up by the
breweries to sell beer, and Longwood has kept up with this innovation with the Biergarten at
the Midway.
"Just as the German festival
had changed, so to has Long-

The Green's own brand of minstrel humor in the Oktoberfest skits.
wood's Oktoberfest evolved,
Oktoberfest 1973 is a weekend

culmination of work, tears, fun
and friendships."

Letters To The Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
ed their part and any one is equal
in importance. There are those
who offer contributions through
talent, through skill, and still
others through genuine compassion for other people. These are
the contributions that make a
successful Oktoberfest and comS-UN's booth on the midway featured T-shirts and the CHI
bine to make college life a sucsongbook.
cess. As we think back over the
i tiitii tn |oui the crowd at
The score for the weekend week-end remember those events
the boat's minstrel show. He when the skits started had been, that were meaningful to you and
refuses, however. The minstrel Greens 34.7 and Reds 50.33. feel proud of your contribution no
show emphasized the point that
matter how small it may seem.
although the stowaway was alone,
Sincerely,
Winning
everywhere he w>'nt he could
CHI 1974
In costumes the Reds took 17
make new friends and see Inpoints while the Greens won 16.
teresting things.
PEC
Hi.* Red and White skit told The musical category was won
tli>' story of a bad magician who by the Reds by one point, 19 to
was lighting the frustration of 18. In dancing the Reds again
failure in lus job. He couldn't took the lead with a 14 to 11
realize that he did have the score. Tne Greens scored 16
in.i ;ic of changing people's lives, points for their staging while
thereby proving M there's Magic the Reds had 18. Script effectiveness won the Reds 18 points
in YOU."
Amy Davis, the 1973 Fest- and the Greens 16.
The classes of 1974 and 1976 Who cares about smoggy skies
melster, presided at the skits
About empty and polluted lakes
Introducing the fudges and ac- won skit by nine points.
The final score for the week- cans and trash littering our
knowledging the students and
countryside. About plants and
trees dying in our forests.
And animals too. Who cares?
Woodsy Owl. the Nation's new
battler for a clean environment
cares. And so should you.
Join Woodsy in the fight against
pollution.
I
1

Phi-Mu's own "lion," costume loaned by the Farmville
Lion's Club, was Bernie Walker.

once-a-year
CANDY SPECIAL

Whocares?

P/ilbs

reg.$375

$299

HO*

FAVORTTES
a select sampling of creams, nuts, cara
mels, miniature*, milk and dark chocolates, and butter bons
The midway was crowded throughout Saturday afternoon as a
number of booths made record sales.

VmVJombv()wfthfl,»«MH |K.I1UII.HI |.«U

GRAY'S DRUG STORES

